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Abstract. Petri Nets formalism requires standardisation to facilitate
the work of researchers in this field and to enable the data exchange
between different Petri Nets tools through a common format. Following
this, a three-part International Standard (ISO/IEC 15909) has been de-
veloped. Part 1 is devoted to terms and definitions for Place/Transition
Nets and High-Level Petri Nets. It is now completed (published as a stan-
dard) but will include an addendum on Symmetric Nets. Part 2 aims at
providing a transfer format for High-level Petri Nets, called PNML, based
on XML. Work on part 3 which deals with extensions has not started yet.
In this paper the first two parts of the standard are presented. Then, to
support part 2, an implementation of PNML, through an API framework
to be integrated into Petri Net tools, is proposed. It allows for the trans-
lation of any Petri Net, designed by a given tool in a dedicated format,
into PNML.

1 The challenge of PN standardisation

Petri Nets [4, 7, 24, 25] are a mathematically defined formalism and may thus
be used to provide unambiguous specifications and descriptions of applications.
They are especially dedicated to specify and design discrete event systems and
this technique is particularly suited to parallel and distributed systems devel-
opment as it supports concurrency. The technique allows for specification of
systems at a level which is independent of the implementation choices (i.e., by
software, hardware — electronic and/or mechanical — or humans, or a combina-
tion of these) and has been widely used to describe telecommunication systems,
protocols, microprocessor architectures,... since their invention in 1962. They
also constitute an executable technique, allowing specification prototypes to be
developed to test ideas at the earliest and cheapest opportunity. Specifications
written in the technique may be subject to analysis, methods to prove prop-
erties about the specifications, before implementation commences, thus saving



on testing and maintenance time and providing a high confidence in the quality
of the product to be developed. However these analysis methods are efficient
only if they are supported by tools: for example, CPN-AMI [23], GreatSPN [8],
PEP [12], CPNtool [21], automate the analysis process.

A problem with Petri nets is the explosion of the huge number of elements
when described in their graphical form, for specification of complex systems.
High-level Petri Nets [16] were developed to overcome this problem by intro-
ducing higher-level concepts, such as the use of complex structured data carried
by tokens, and using algebraic expressions to annotate net elements. The use of
high-level concepts within this Petri net framework is analogous to the use of
those in high-level programming languages (as opposed to assembly languages).
In the Petri nets community the term High-level net is generally used to refer
to nets using such concepts.

Two of the early forms of high-level nets that high-level nets are Predicate-
Transition Nets [11] and Coloured Petri Nets [15], first introduced in 1979 and
developed during the 1980s. Most of nowadays high-level nets build on these.
They also use some of the notions developed for Algebraic Petri nets [26], first
introduced in the mid-1980s.

Furthermore, there are many different variants of Petri nets. Extensions of
the technique, including time, stochastic features, capacities, and hierarchies as
well as special Petri net types exist in the literature (see [2, 7]...).

Standardisation of the technique has been seen as an opportunity to obtain a
better organisation of the work in the Petri Net community. It has several issues:

– to enable the stakeholder — researchers, as well as engineers using Petri nets
— to use the same terminology;

– to develop future extensions on a stable common basis, e.g., P/T nets or
High-level nets;

– to provide a reference implementation that will facilitate the data exchange
between different Petri nets tools through a common format.

The purpose of this paper is to present the PN standard, referenced under
ISO/IEC 15909, as well as related work. First, the standard, which is organised
in three different parts, is described. Then the current status of the work is given,
followed by an implementation which is expected to prove very useful for the
PN community.

2 The structure of the standard

The PN standard has been designed into three independent parts in order to
enable flexibility of the standardisation process.

Part 1 [14] provides the mathematical definitions of High-level Petri Nets,
called the semantic model, the graphical form of the technique, known as High-
level Petri Net Graphs (HLPNGs), and its mapping to the semantic model. Part
1 also introduces some common notational conventions for HLPNGs.
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Part 2 [17] [18] of this international standard defines a transfer format in
order to support the exchange of High-level Petri Nets among different tools.
This format is called the Petri Net Markup Language (PNML). Since there are
many different versions of Petri nets in addition to High-level Petri Nets, this
standard defines the core concepts of all Petri Net types along with an XML
syntax, which can be used for exchanging any kind of Petri Net. Based on this
PNML core model, part 2 also defines the transfer syntax for the two versions
of Petri Nets that are already defined in part 1 of this International Standard,
Place/Transition Nets and High-level Petri Nets.

An addendum to Part 1 [19] of this standard introduces Symmetric Nets,
formerly known as Well-Formed nets [5], as a subclass of High-level Petri Nets,
which uses a restricted set of algebraic operators and allows for good analysis
possibilities.

Part 3 is devoted to the standardisation of Petri nets extensions, including
hierarchies, time and stochastic features. These extensions will be built upon
extensions of the core model. They require a stable version of the core model to
be available. This is not the current situation at this stage. Hence, only parts 1
and 2 are presented below.

The standardisation process is quite long and relatively complex. A standard
must be built in order to be stable enough to be used by the people involved.
It is developed within a schedule which should not exceed three years and is
subject to revision every five years. More information on the rules can be found
at [9].

Part 1 obtained the status of International Standard in december 2004. The
addendum has been proposed by France and has currently the level of Working
Draft (stage 20.60 in the ISO nomenclature).

At this level, the possibility is offered to the community to contribute. When
the standard has reached the step forward, the Committee Draft level, restric-
tions to access it become stronger, with reserved rights to ISO experts only.

Part 2 has today the same status as the addendum.

Work on part 3 has not started yet, as it requires a stable version of the
PNML core model to be available. As a consequence, the work on this part will
start as soon as PNML is standardised.

2.1 Part 1

The first part of ISO/IEC 15909 was published as an International Standard
(IS) in december 2004. It provides a comprehensive documentation of the ter-
minology, the semantical model and the graphical notations for High-level Petri
nets. It also describes different conformance levels. Finally, a tutorial example
given in annex illustrates the different concepts in the standard.

A glossary introduces the different terms to be used in the Petri net context.
They thus have a precise meaning, which is explained in natural language in the
glossary and further detailled later using mathematical notations. The document
is thus self-contained and avoids any ambiguity.
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The semantic model for High-level Petri nets is defined, using precise mathe-
matical notations. All basic elements required to work with High-level Petri nets
are thus introduced: high-level Petri net, marking, enabling of transition modes,
and transition rule.

These mathematically defined concepts are then reintroduced using natural
language and explanations, and related to the graphical notations which are
more commonly used in practice. Hence, the graphics representing the nets are
defined.

This graphical presentation is further formalised as a High-level Petri Net
Graph. It also has a semantics. These can be viewed as a graph oriented per-
spective for the high-level Petri net semantic model.

An important issue in standards design is the conformance level. Indeed,
other work or tools can be compliant with the standard as a whole, or just part
of it. This latter case may be sufficient for some particular purposes. Different
conformance levels are thus defined, both for Petri nets and High-level Petri
nets, depending on whether the graphical notation is taken into account.

Extensive mathematical notations are defined as normative in an annex.
Another normative annex defines net classes. Up to now it only comprises
Place/Transitions nets (i.e. Petri nets). Another class definition for Symmet-
ric nets (formerly known as Well-Formed nets) is currently in the process of
being an addendum to part 1 of the standard.

2.2 Part 2

The objective of part 2 is to define an interchange format for Petri nets called
PNML (Petri Net Markup Language) [3]. This interchange format relies on XML
technology.

However, designing an interchange format in the context of this standard is a
difficult task since part 3 will introduce more Petri net types. It is obvious that
an exchange format only suitable for the Petri net types defined in part 1 is not
appropriate. This problem was already outlined in a preliminary study in 2000
that was classifying tools according to the type of supported Petri nets [1].

Moreover, tools usually introduce small variations in Petri nets and create
their own ”dialect”. These variations are mainly due to syntactical aspects, to
some graphical facilities or the way ”actions” are added to the specifications. Ac-
tions are a way to provide help to the system designer, for example by providing
instructions to ease animation of the specification, or add breakpoints.

So, to cope with all these goals, PNML must be able to:

1. allow to introduce smoothly new information associated with new Petri nets
types or, by restriction, allow to hide some information from an inherited
Petri net class.

2. support data aside of the standard, to let tools supporting non-standard
extensions of another tool be able to handle it.

We provide hereafter some details about these two points. The next section
will provide information about the way we handle them appropriately in the
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standard by using model engineering techniques implemented using EMF [10]
technology from Eclipse.

Handling a hierarchy of Petri net types Our first problem is related to the
adjunction of new Petri net types in part 3 of the standard. Let us consider
the small hierarchy expressed in figure 1. P/T nets are the root class since they
only define the basics of Petri nets. Then, they can be extended to Symmetric
nets proposed to be an addendum to part 1 [19]. Since Symmetric nets are a
restriction on the color functions and types allowed in a High-level net, there is
another trivial relation to them.

High-Level nets

Symmetric nets timed nets

P/T nets

Symmetric-timed nets

Fig. 1. Example of Petri net types hierarchy

Let us now consider another set of features in Petri nets: time management.
So, timed nets can be derived from P/T nets by adding the time information
to transitions as in [2]. We can also consider that Symmetric-timed nets inherit
from both timed nets and symmetric nets.

The interchange standard must be flexible enough so as to allow any conver-
sion from one of these representations to any other one without loosing infor-
mation when the tools do handle them. It is crucial that the standard is able to
handle a hierarchy of Petri net types.
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Fig. 2. Connections of the Petri net hierarchy to ”local variations”
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Handling small variations in Petri net types Our second problem is to deal with
local variations within a Petri net type such as inhibitor arcs, capacity in places
or any other tool specific information (such as graphical specificities). This is
illustrated in figure 2. We consider there variations such as inhibitor and test
arcs, as well as capacity places. Such variations can be operated for several types
of Petri nets. In our figure, we consider they are all relevant for Symmetric nets
and for P/T nets. Only inhibitor and test arcs are also considered for timed nets.

Once again, the standard must be able to cope with such variations at various
levels in the Petri net types hierarchy. It is important to normalize as many
variations as possible to have them compatible all over the Petri net hierarchy.

3 Current implementation of part 2

The second part of the standard defines a universal transfer format (PNML) for
exchanging Petri net models among Petri net tools. Hence, its primary purpose
is to enable interoperability.

In this section, we first of all highlight how PNML design is being carried
out through the specification work on the standard. Then, we introduce the
incentives for the first implementation of a translation software framework to
back the standard, using model engineering techniques.

3.1 PNML design

The adopted methodology to design PNML is structured in two main steps:

1. the abstract syntax definition through Petri net types definition with meta-
models;

2. the concrete syntax definition by mapping the abstract syntax onto PNML
schema.

During the first step, main Petri net types are defined using metamodeling tech-
niques. It means that we describe the concepts and rules structuring these types
and their meaning, at a high level of abstraction, independently from any techno-
logical choice for their future implementation. Metamodeling is always purpose-
or business-oriented. It is an activity during which experts of a particular do-
main define the precise semantics of the specific concerns they are interested in.
For example, business process modelers might design a workflow metamodel for
a supply chain, the purpose of which is to discover where synergies could be
gained.

Following our motivations stated in section 2.2, it is important, using such
techniques, to reach a sufficient level of abstraction in PNML design. Indeed, we
should be able, when further developing the standard (Part 3 and maintenance
updates of all parts), to easily refine and extend the primary specifications to
define new types or variants of Petri nets. Therefore, it would be useless to fall
at first in a too low level of specifications, from which no valuable abstraction
could be made to improve the standard.
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Fig. 3. PNML Core model

Three main Petri net types are defined. They are described using the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams. They are:

1. The Core model. It is the most fundamental one, depicted by fig. 3. Core
concepts of Petri nets can be found in this basic type: nodes, connectors,
basic labels (e.g., names) and graphical information associated with these
objects. It provides the foundation for further definition of new Petri net
types.

2. P/T Systems metamodel. It essentially defines new labels for this type of
Petri nets and relies on the Core model for the central concepts. It is thus
built on extensions of the Core model.

3. High-level Petri Nets metamodel. Its design is in progress. New labels and
high-level functions are being defined, while relying on the concepts provided
by the Core model and P/T Systems type. As a consequence, it is also built
on extensions of P/T Systems.

An important aspect of this first stage is to state semantic constraints on the
metamodels. This is achieved using the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [22].
For instance, in P/T Systems, two connected nodes must not be of the same kind
(i.e., no place-place or transition-transition arc is permitted).

During the second step, PNML schema is defined to match the specifications
carried out by the metamodels. Technical details set apart, each relevant element
of the metamodels is mapped onto a PNML tag.
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PNML schema technology is currently RELAX NG-based, which is ”being
developed as an International Standard ISO/IEC 19757-2” [6]. RELAX-NG is
XML schema-like, more flexible and maintenance-friendly for the standard de-
signers than XML schema. However, coming to High-level Petri Nets type, using
this technology to directly define a notation to express high-level labels and
functions does not seem appropriate. Consequently, MathML [28] is being in-
vestigated since it seems to offer the complete set of annotations that could be
used to define high-level labels and functions. We are taking a particular care in
extracting the most accurate subset of MathML features since it allows for great
flexibility and powerful expressivity.

3.2 The first impact: PNML Framework

From the motivations reported in section 2.2 and emphasized through the design
methodology of PNML described in section 3.1, it is clear that the extensibility
issue for the standard definition is of central importance.

Motivations. In addition, there are three other important issues we should
cope with that drive the implementation of a translation software framework to
support the standard.

Semantic constraints. The Petri Net Markup Language should carry the syntax
of Petri net types specified by the standard. However, capturing the semantics is
also an important issue. Moreover, how to ensure that it is enforced? Semantic
constraints are expressed in the metamodels by means of OCL statements. But
it is important to note that OCL is a specification language, not a programming
one. Therefore, it is not meant to be directly executable. It takes its full meaning
when associated with UML annotations.

Compatibility. A second important issue pointed out by PNML specifications
is the compatibility among Petri net types and their variants (cf. discussion in
section 2.2 related to Petri net types hierarchy). Since all variants of the main
types may not be specified by the standard, how to continuously ensure the
interoperability and thus the exchange of Petri net models ?

Another related issue is the compatibility between PNML successive versions.
For example, at least a top-level Page is mandatory in the current version under
development, unlike the previous one.

Automation and integration in Petri nets tools. Since PNML is XML-based, it
is error-prone for manual editing. Therefore, it obviously needs an application
to perform this task.

To ensure that 1) all issues we pointed out are equally dealt with, and 2)
to favor an up-to-date compatibility with the standard along with 3) an easy
integration of its implementation into Petri net tools, we have developed a model-
based translation framework to back the standard.

In the following, we describe this framework, called PNML Framework, and
its use.
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4 PNML Framework

To make the standard applicable and provide a reference implementation to Petri
net tools developers, we have developed PNML Framework. Its first release was
published, in March 2006 [20].

In this section, we first present this tool and the benefits it offers to tools de-
velopers. Then we describe its features and give an overview of its use. Eventually
we conclude by sketching further work. Open issues are discussed in section 5.

4.1 Goals of PNML Framework

It’s primary objective is to provide efficient and standard compliant import and
export features of PNML models for Petri net tools. Figure 4 illustrates how
PNML Framework could make the standard interoperability goal achievable. It
shows two tools, A and B, exchanging a Petri net model via the standard trans-
fer format, using the framework. More details about the operations involved are
given in sections 4.2 and 4.3. PNML Framework is designed using model engi-
neering techniques and, more precisely, EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) [10]
technology.

PNML

Model

Tool A Tool B

PNML Framework

FetchFetch

Create Create

LoadSave

Fig. 4. Implementation of interoperability by PNML Framework

PNML Framework is a generated set of comprehensive and easy to use tai-
lored API to import and export Petri net models designed according to the
standard specifications. It is intended to be used as a library, therefore it can
be easily integrated into Petri net tools. Tools developers are considered as the
primary users of PNML Framework.
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Thanks to this framework, tools developers would rather focus on their ap-
plications’ core development instead of coping with how to stay up-to-date and
compliant with the standard. Furthermore, they would not have to deal with
ensuring continuous compatibility with other tools and many Petri net types
and variants.

Moreover, PNML Framework’s flexibility enables them to export and import
appropriate elements of Petri net models, according to their needs. For example,
after having loaded (this term is explained in the following sections) a high-level
net into the framework, one can only fetch the P/T net associated structure.

How is it generated? The API is generated from the standard metamodels using
EMF’s code generation engine. First, metamodels from the standard are imple-
mented in EMF language. Then code is generated so as to enable manipulation
of model instances of these metamodels. To meet PNML specific requirements
the code generation process has been extended with our own rules. This is a
technical contribution, since using the code generator syntax, we have modi-
fied the generated code with our own templates. Consequently, the generated
code is completely tailored to PNML. PNML Framework is thus extensible to
include any Petri net type since its implementation is model-driven and follows
the requirements expressed in the previous sections.

4.2 Features of PNML Framework

The design of PNML Framework is model-driven. It is supported by EMF, which
is a mature model-driven applications development framework. It implements
Petri net types metamodels defined in the standard. It handles PNML models
which are instances of these metamodels. From the framework’s point of view
the representation of a PNML model is twofold:

– it is a Petri net model which is an instance of a Petri net type metamodel;
in that case it is handled in memory;

– it is a Petri net model written in PNML (XML-based) syntax in a PNML
document. In that case it is an instance of PNML schema. A PNML docu-
ment can contain one or more PNML models. PNML schema is the RELAX
NG-based XML schema which is mapped onto Petri net types metamodels.
It describes the concrete syntax of PNML models.

As a benefit of using model engineering techniques, PNML Framework offers
two well-defined principal features in the context of PNML models:

– export: PNML models are created as instances of Petri net types metamod-
els and saved in PNML syntax;

– import: PNML models are loaded from PNML documents and created as
instances of Petri net types metamodels in the framework. Their elements
are fetched by the framework’s user (tool developer).

These features are offered through the API which is structured in four sec-
tions:
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1. Create. This section enables tools developers to translate user-defined Petri
net models represented in their proprietary format into PNML models as
instances of Petri net types metamodels.

2. Save. It is used to save created PNML models into PNML syntax in PNML
documents. Tools developers are offered a single method in this section to
trigger that operation.

3. Load. PNML models are read by parsing PNML documents and loaded into
the framework by using the Create section. Here again, a single method is
provided in this section to perform the transfer.

4. Fetch. It is used to retrieve elements of PNML models that have been loaded.

In addition to these features, we have implemented rules to enforce semantic
constraints on PNML metamodels that are expressed by means of OCL state-
ments in the standard. Therefore, users should not have to cope with how to
integrate these constraints since the framework natively implements them. As a
result, models cannot be exchanged if these constraints are broken.

4.3 Using PNML Framework

Figure 5 describes typical interactions between a tool developer’s application
core program and PNML Framework. In this figure, the four sections of the
API label the interactions. My model represents a Petri net model in a pro-
prietary format. My Program is the tool developer’s core program which drives
the model translation from the proprietary format into PNML syntax. It uses
PNML Framework as a library to perform this task.

My model
  (proprietary 
format)

 My model
in

PNML

My Program

PNML Framework

fetchcreate

load

save

parse

build

Fig. 5. Overview of tools developers’ use of PNML Framework
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To export a Petri net model represented in a proprietary format or handled
in any application into PNML, a tool developer may first be entitled to parse it.
Then, using the predefined create API, the corresponding PNML model can be
created in the framework. Eventually the model will be saved in PNML syntax.

To import a Petri net model represented in PNML syntax (My model in
PNML in fig. 5), the framework first loads that model. Then, using the predefined
fetch API, tools developers can retrieve its elements and build the corresponding
model represented in their proprietary formats or perform another task.

Ready 4

In_Race

Podium

Start_Race

End_Race

Get_prepared

Starter

1

4

4

DB()

CN(3:net,1)

CT(7:version,1,3:0.0)

PO(1,20,20)

CN(5:place,2)

CT(4:name,2,5:Ready)

CT(7:marking,2,1:4)

PO(2,226,106)

PT(2,4:name,185,107)

PT(2,7:marking,232,109)

CN(5:place,3)

......................

CA(3:arc,15,14,5)

CT(9:valuation,15,1:1)

PI(-1,15,127,130,-1)

PI(-1,15,227,130,-1)

CA(3:arc,16,5,14)

CT(9:valuation,16,1:1)

FB()

A B

Net
id=1

Page
id=pageId

Place
id=2

Name
value=Ready

........

........

C D

<pnml xmlns="...">
 <net id="1">
  ................................
  <page id="pageId">
   .............................
   <place id="2">
    <name>
     <text>Ready</text>
     ................................
    </name>
    .................................
    <initialMarking>
     <text>4</text>
    </initialMarking
     .......................
     .......................
</pnml>

Fig. 6. An example of model transformation from CAMI to PNML

Let us show an example of a P/T model exchanged between a proprietary
format and PNML, using PNML Framework. In this example, we will focus on
the export feature from the proprietary format into PNML. That format, called
CAMI, is used in our CASE environment, CPN-AMI [23]. We have developed
an application that uses PNML Framework’s create and save API to perform
the export.

In fig. 6 P/T model A is the graphical representation of the Petri net model
created in CPN-AMI environment. From the graphical representation, it is trans-
formed into model B, the syntax of which is CAMI. Then through PNML Con-
verter and PNML Framework create API, it is transformed into a model instance
(called C in the figure) of the standard-defined P/T Systems metamodel. Finally,
using the save API, it is written in PNML, as model D. Subsequently, there were
actually three model transformations. The first two ones are under the respon-
sibility of the tool designer, the role of whom we took in this example. PNML
Framework is in charge of the last one.

PNML Framework is packaged as a Java library. It provides command-line
invocation features to ease its integration in tools. For instance, once My Pro-
gram packaged with the framework as a complete translation application, that
application becomes a service for the considered tool. It will then be invoked
by providing a simple to develop driver encapsulating users’ invocations caught
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through tools’ interfaces. We have implemented such an approach for CPN-
AMI [23] and it was successful.

4.4 Current work

Presently, P/T Systems are supported by the framework. The core model is of
course implemented. But since we do not consider it is a concrete Petri net type
suitable for exchange among Petri nets experts, we do not offer the possibility to
export and import it explicitly by the framework. Indeed, as we have explained
before, the core model is intended to set a strong basis for the definitions of
concrete Petri net types.

In further developments of this framework, we are implementing Symmet-
ric Nets. Symmetric Nets are annotated with higher-level labels and functions.
Those labels are being defined using MathML, as we stated in section 3.1. In
next section we discuss related issues to this work.

We are also planning to develop an advanced version of PNML Framework,
which will generate specific APIs for local variations on Petri net types, not
specified by the standard. This will help tools developers with very specific needs
to exchange their models, provided that they share the new generated APIs. The
normal version of the framework which is full standard compliant will simply
discard these particular local variations. The use of this advanced version requires
deep knowledge of metamodeling and code generation techniques using EMF’s
powerful features.

5 Open issues for future work

As introduced in the previous section, high-level labels and functions are de-
fined using MathML. However, since MathML is very expressive, there are of-
ten different equivalent ways to define the same function. Consequently, it is
prone to break the interoperability and compatibility objectives through the
non-unification of the semantics, if MathML is used ”as is”. Moreover, in ex-
changing automatically processed PNML higher-level models, we cannot expect
a meaningful interoperability to take place. Let us recall that metamodels should
always carry as much as possible a precise semantics for a specific purpose. To
make high-level labels and functions use unambiguous and fully understandable,
we should define the metamodel that carries their semantics for higher-levels of
Petri nets (Symmetric Nets, High-level Petri Nets). This is of utmost importance
since part 3 of the standard will introduce new types of Petri nets.

Our approach to tackle this issue relies on an unambiguous schema of a sub-
set of predefined labels and functions expressed in MathML to be defined in
the standard. This schema would be mapped as a concrete syntax to the cor-
responding high-level annotations metamodel for higher-level Petri nets. This
schema corresponds to a normalised way to define abstract syntax trees for com-
plex labels (independent from any technology implementing the syntax). This
approach is consistent with the methodology adopted for the definition of the
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second part of the standard, described in section 3.1. To ensure interoperability
and compliance with the standard, tools developers must enforce the use of that
predefined subset. Therefore we propose to ease the application of this require-
ment by integrating its implementation in a future version of PNML Framework.

It is of interest to experiment first this strategy to Symmetric Nets: this
type of Petri nets only allows for a restricted set of algebraic operators and no
user-defined function.

High-level Petri nets allow for a larger set of algebraic operators than Sym-
metric Nets, but the user can also define his/her own functions. This last point
may lead to ambiguous representation of these functions if no normalised action
(such as strict structuration of MathML expressions) is considered. This is also
a challenge, when we consider that part 3 of the standard will introduce new
types of Petri nets.

6 Conclusion

A survey of the standardisation work on Petri nets, known as ISO/IEC-15909,
is presented in this paper. The standard is structured in three parts.

Part 1 is now an International Standard. Part 2 is currently under develop-
ment. It provides the abstract definitions of significant Petri net types and their
concrete syntax. This syntax is intended to be a universal transfer format to
enable interoperability among Petri net tools. A wide adoption of the standard
among Petri net experts can thus be reached. It is called Petri Net Markup
Language (PNML). Part 3 will rely on definitions carried out by part 2. It will
define new types and variants of Petri nets. When a stable version of part 2 is
reached, the work on part 3 will start.

We are also experimenting an implementation of part 2 in PNML Frame-
work. PNML Framework primary purpose is to make the standard applicable.
Therefore it puts the interoperability goal into action. It offers Petri nets tools a
flexible way to keep up-to-date and comply with the standard while dealing with
extensibility, compatibility and semantic issues. To cope with such issues, we are
using model engineering techniques to sustain PNML Framework development.
In [13], we set the rationale for this approach.

The first release of PNML Framework was published, in March 2006 [20].
It is implemented in Java, to achieve the cross-platform objective expressed in
PNML earliest requirements. We provided in this release a tool developer’s guide
and a tutorial. We also provided an application example of conversion using
GraphViz [27] dot format, to ease the full understanding of PNML Framework’s
capabilities:

– efficient model-driven import and export tool for PNML models,
– standalone execution (outside Eclipse);
– easy integration in Petri net tools.

We are currently enhancing PNML Framework with a new type defined in the
standard: Symmetric Nets. This is to assess the consistency of our approach in
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PNML Framework design. Symmetric Nets are a first step towards the support
of High-level Petri Nets in the standard. We also take into account the Petri net
community feedback.

It is of interest to set up a prototype implementation project from part 2
of the standard in PNML Framework. It contributes to establish a meaningful
assessment of the standard implementation and use in the context of tools design.
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